
Comments from ASPRS members and friends of Jim Case: 

 

I'm deeply saddened by the news of Jim's passing. I worked closely with him as he engineered 

my passage through the ASPRS journal editorship many years ago. He was a good shepherd 

and I was in frequent contact with him during that apprenticeship. Please accept me among 

the list of mourners. Back in the day, he was my beacon as I endeavored to do my job for the 

Journal. His passage brings me to my knees and I will not never forget his impact on me! 

Stan Morain 

I fully agree with those who appreciated Jim’s contribution to ASPRS and especially he was 

outstanding as the editor of PE&RS. We worked together at the TOPO Center after he left 

Autometric. Jim had visited Duane Brown and took notes on Duane’s idea for Orbital 

Constraints on Block Adjustment Mathematics. Jim gave me a copy of his notes which I really 

appreciated. Later the DMA funded DBA to write the Fortran Program and we used the 

program on the Apollo Lunar imagery. Jim Case published an epic paper on using constraints 

in Photogrammetry. I had great respect for Jim and we have lost a great contributor and 

friend.  

Don Light 

I was first introduced to Jim Case by Frank Moffitt shortly after graduating. I learned then to 

use "micrometers" instead of "microns." Who would know that years later that I would become 

the technical editor for the Manual of Photogrammetry. 

George Lee 

Jim was an amazing person. I have fond memories of listening to how, as journal editor, he 

saw our profession changing and, later, how he was adapting to living in Utah. Good man.  

Peggy Harwood 

The Journal was photogrammetry held in your hands in Jim’s day. His editorship was 

outstanding and he was such a pleasure to work with. Well-versed in the technology, he and 

had a talent for the editing of one of the great publications of the profession. 

Marilyn O’Cuilinn 

Sorry to hear of his passing. He tutored me in photogrammetry way back when I was at Army 

Map Service in the late 1960s, and was a gentle editor when I started my columns. One of his 

life-long interests was glaciers of the world. 

Clifford J. Mugnier 

My first memories of Jim go back to working at the Army Map Service when we were all 

learning Photogrammetry and relied on Jim for his expertise. At many of the Board meetings 

and Conferences when Jim was there, I enjoyed sharing stories with Jim about hiking and of 

course skiing being an advent skier myself. He was a great man.  

Paul Brooks 



Jim was an outstanding individual and contributed to ASPRS for many years. He is an 

example of a dedicated professional.  

Terry Keating 

Jim was a true gentleman and a pillar in our profession. He will be missed.  

Russ Congalton 

Allow me to add my acknowledgement of Jim's contributions to ASP/ASPRS.  

Alan Mikuni 

We've lost a great contributor to the society and the profession. 

Clifford Greve 

 

 


